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Summary 

A Situation Assessment of Wood Building Construction is presented for Taiwan and China. The objective 
is to assist the Canadian Forest Service formulate and test a market access plan based on Canadian 
assistance to China and Taiwan. The recommended overall strategy is for the Government of Canada to 
assist Asian countries to achieve their desired goals and simultaneously create complementary market 
access opportunities for Canada. 

Recommendations for Market Access Activities for Taiwan 

Compared to China, there is a potential to capitalize and build on opportunities in Taiwan - and see 
results relatively quickly, perhaps within the next 5 years. Sustained growth of the housing market will 
rely heavily on successfiilly completing and implementing the resuhs of durability research in North 
America. 

• Assist Taiwan in writing building code provisions that ensure safe, durable wooden houses, even in 
remote rural areas. 

• Assist Taiwan to write product standards that include Canadian species building materials. 

• To remove barriers to trade, assist Taiwan to develop performance-based fire-safety requirements and 
to harmonize their fire-test methods with international standards (ISO). Assist Taiwan to develop 
fire-safety requirements for wood-frame buildings. 

• Provide wood designs for 'farmers homes' to the Taiwan Architect Association. 

• Forintek is very involved in finding solutions to termite concerns in the US Southeast. Find more 
opportunities for our scientific colleagues in Taiwan to collaborate in these research efforts. 

• CMHC should compare mortgage policies, insurance premiums and property loss (due to fire) records 
in Taiwan and North America. CPS (Forintek) should assist Taiwan in writing building code 
provisions that ensure safe, durable wood-frame houses. It is easier to promote the idea of mortgages 
and insurance for regulated buildings as opposed to unregulated buildings. 

Recommendations for Market Access Activities in China 

• Identify and create effective communication channels with the building industry north of Beijing 
(similar climate to Canada) and building and forestry research institutes in China. 

• Participate in the Building Codes Revisions if there is a meaningful opportunity. Otherwise transfer 
knowledge through the Chinese Building Research Community. 

Forintek believes that economic benefits from the sale of Canadian construction materials resulting from a 
CPS investment directed towards increasing market access in Taiwan will be realized more quickly than 
trade benefits from China. This is primarily because there is an emerging building industry in Taiwan 
positioned to drive the adoption of wood frame housing using North American technology, methods and 
materials. No similar group has been yet identified in China. 
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1 Introduction 
Construction systems and tiie rules governing building construction in established societies are based on 
historical practice and societal values. In Japan, a country with a long and continuous history of wood 
construction, Canada has been successful in exporting the wood frame construction system. This created 
export opportunities for Canadian wood construction materials and technology that have a demonstrated 
good performance history in that end use in Canada. While a similar approach may be successful in other 
Asian countries, it is prudent to assess whether or not the situation may call for a different approach. 

There is currently great BC government and industry interest in pursuing opportunities for expanded 
market access for Canadian Wood Products and Canadian Building Construction technology in North 
Asia. Potential opportunities have arisen due to the recent earthquake in Taiwan and the need for alternate 
construction materials in China. However, there are many different views on how Canada can best create 
and capitalize on these greater market access opportunities. 

This document provides the Canadian Forest Service with an assessment of the desired direction of wood 
use in building construction in China and Taiwan from the point of view of individuals responsible for 
building construction and regulation in those countries. The objective is to assist the Canadian Forest 
Service to formulate and test a market access plan based on Canadian assistance to China and Taiwan. 
The recommended overall strategy is for the Government of Canada to assist Asian countries to achieve 
their desired goals and simultaneously create complementary market access opportunities for Canada. 

Separate assessments are presented for Taiwan and China. The assessment presented for Taiwan is more 
complete than that on China. This is partially because Jim Mehaffey and Chun Ni had the opportunity to 
meet directly with key individuals during their January 2000 visit to Taiwan. The project team did not 
visit China but even if it had had the opportunity, it would have had difficulty undertaking a country-wide 
assessment as China is a much more diverse and complex trading partner than Taiwan. A more 
comprehensive situation assessment would require segmentation of this market. 

The China situation assessment is based on the opinions of contacts that Chun Ni has established for the 
purpose of investigating the status of Chinese building codes revisions. 

2 Objective 
A situation assessment of wood construction in China and Taiwan that includes: 

1. A brief history of wood construction in each country; 

2. An overview of current wood construction practices and regulations governing wood products use; 

3. A list of the individuals contacted in each country and their role in the infrastructure; 

4. A summary of these individuals' views on the major factors influencing the growth of wood use in 
construction and on the building attributes they expect must be enhanced or overcome; 



5. Recommendations concerning the information Canada could best provide to assist Taiwan and China 
achieve their objectives; and 

6. Expected benefits for Canada that would result from the assistance and a time frame for the 
realization of economic trade benefits. 

3 Staff 
Chun Ni Research Scientist, Wood Engineering Group, Vancouver 

Jim Mehaffey Research Scientist, Fire Group, Ottawa 

Jean Cook Manager, Building Systems and Composites Departments, Vancouver 

4 Taiwan 

4.1 History 

Taiwan does not have a strong tradition of wood construction with the exception of temples (Figure 1) 
and, more recently, designer log homes (Figure 2). The methods for constructing temples are incorporated 
in the art of carpentry and there are very few (if any) traditional craftsmen left. Taiwan was occupied by 
Japanese from approximately 1900 to 1945 and some Japanese style Post and Beam wood buildings 
remain from that period. In rural areas it is not uncommon to see wood rafter roofs on brick or masoiuy 
buildings. There are more recent examples of schools, small outbuildings and recreational use buildings 
that have been constructed in wood. However, this practice is not widespread and is of questionable 
legality. Current building regulations have no provisions for such wood structures. Since 1945 few 
buildings have been constructed using wood. 



Figure 1: Traditional Asian Temple Construction: a temple atAsakusa, Tokyo Japan 



4.2 Current Practice 

Current building practice is to use concrete. The most recent (1993) statistics available from the Taiwan 
Ministry of Interior Planning and Construction Administration show that reinforced concrete structures 
accounted for about 90% of building floor space. Steel (6%), brick (3%), wood (0.15%) and others 
(0.85%) accounted for the remaining 10%. (See Appendix I) 

Housing construction is predominantly concrete. An exception is log homes (Figures 2 and 3). These are 
high-end semi-detached single family homes designed and buih by private companies with 
environmentally friendly names like Forest Life Co. Ltd. The interior of these homes use wood 
extensively (Figure 4) and this market is of great interest to Canadian secondary wood products 
manufacturers represented by the BC Wood Specialties Office in Taipei. 

Log homes are often built by private companies without reference to building regulations. In fact, the 
buildings are also not inspected after completion. This could become a major problem for the Taiwan 
wood industry as unregulated builders may take short cuts. Wooden buildings that perform badly from 
durability, structural or fire perspectives could give wood-frame construction a bad image. 
Recommendation: Assist Taiwan in writing building code provisions that ensure safe, durable wooden 
houses, even in remote rural areas. 

Figure 3: A Log Home in Central Taiwan, Earthquake Zone. (No damage observed) 



Figure 4: Interior of a Log Home 

Despite the fact that Taiwan uses non-combustible building materials almost exclusively, the fire loss 
statistics for Taiwan are almost identical to those of Canada and Japan where wooden building products 
are commonly used. For the three-year period 1992-1994, (the period for which Forintek has comparable 
statistics for all 3 countries) the fire death rate was 1.58 in Canada, 1.58 in Japan and 1.57 in Taiwan. 
(Fire death rate = deaths due to fire per 100,000 residents per year) 

4.3 Current Building Regulations in Taiwan 

The Planning and Construction Administration of the Ministry of the Interior (MOI) is responsible for the 
Taiwan Building Law (TBL). The TBL allows modem timber buildings up to 4 storeys in height. The 
Taiwan Timber Design Code, which is cited by the TBL, governs traditional heavy timber temple 
construction. There are also 'notifications' (i.e. amendments) to cover more modem heavy timber end 
uses. However, there are no material standards or references to foreign species. The TBL does not include 
light timber frame constmction. Recommendation: Assist Taiwan to write product standards that include 
Canadian species building materials. 

Fire-safety regulations are largely prescriptive in nature and appear to be geared primarily to non-
combustible constmction. They employ old Japanese fire-test methods that have recently been abandoned 
by the Japanese. Recommendation: To remove barriers to trade, assist Taiwan to develop performance-
based fire-safety requirements and to harmonize their fire-test methods with international standards (ISO). 
Assist Taiwan to develop fire-safety requirements for wood-frame buildings. 



They do have a document: Standard Design and Construction Drawing for Farmers Homes, designed by 
the Taiwan Architect Association that provides approved designs and detailings for 'farmers homes' out 
of steel and concrete. Thus it is not necessary to have a structural engineer for all buildings. 
Recommendation: Provide wood designs for 'farmers homes' to the Taiwan Architect Association. 

4.4 What has Changed Recently to Make (some) Taiwanese Consider Wood Frame 
Construction? 

4.4.1 The Chi-Chi Earthquake 

At 1:47 a.m. on September 21, 1999, an earthquake of magnitude M7.3 struck central Taiwan. The 
earthquake caused 2331 fatalities and 8722 injuries as well as 7284 buildings to experience total collapse 
and 5705 to experience partial collapse (Figures 5 and 6). 

In general steel I-beam structures survived the earthquake very well due to their good ductility. As a 
consequence, the Architecture and Building Research Institute recommended steel I-beam structures for 
damaged areas. From the point of view of the Planning and Construction Administration, Ministry of the 
Interior steel and reinforced concrete are the materials of choice for reconstruction (Figure 7). While 
from a Canadian perspective the heavy steel I-beam structure for this 'farmer house' seems extreme, we 
must not forget how many people died in this tragic event. 

Figure 5: Chi-Chi Earthquake Urban Damage 



Figure 6: Chi-Chi Earthquake Rural Damage 

Log homes survived the earthquake well. Figure 3 was taken in January 2000 in a heavily damaged 
earthquake area. There was no visible damage to this structure. Unlike what happened with other recent 
earthquakes (e.g. Kobe & Northridge), there were few fires following the earthquake in Taiwan. 
Scientists at the Architecture and Building Research Institute (ABRI) feel this was largely a matter of 
luck. They do not attribute the lack of fires to the use of noncombustible building materials, but rather to 
the lack of ignition sources as the earthquake struck in the early hours of the morning. As a consequence, 
most people were at home in bed. There was little use of electricity (even for heating) and cooking 
activities would be minimal. Cooking fuels and appliances, and electrical arching are thought to have 
been major ignition sources in Kobe. 

The MOI is aware of the safety provided to Japanese citizens in wood housing during the Kobe 
earthquake and the good performance of the log homes in the Chi-Chi earthquake. The MOI has now 
brought domestic architectural and construction experts into their deliberations concerning wood 
construction and seem a little more open to foreign expertise than Forintek had anticipated before the 
visit. 



Figure 7: Steel I-beam usedfor Earthquake Reconstruction of "Farmers Homes" 

4.4.2 Environmental Concerns regarding Concrete 

While more than 90% of construction is concrete, Taiwan is critically short of domestic supplies of sand 
and gravel. There is currently a well-publicized environmental campaign regarding the use of this 
material. New material extraction areas are very noticeable (e.g. beaches). 

4.4.3 Recent Changes to the Laws Governing Agricultural Land Use 

The Ministry of Agriculture recently enacted a law that allows up to 20% of agricultural land to be used 
for housing. This is a 100% increase over the previous law. The increased construction land brings an 
opportunity for wood-frame construction because most houses on agricultural land are single family 
dwellings. 

4.4.4 Changing Demographics 

Many highly educated Taiwanese were attracted to the U.S.A. and Canada to work in high tech (and 
other) industries. Upon retiring, many of these affluent middle-class ex-patriots are choosing to return to 
Taiwan. They do not want to live in "concrete bunkers", but would prefer (and can afford) the housing 
they became accustomed to in North America: single-family wood-frame houses. 

J 
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4.4.5 Domestic Industry Opportunity 

A small, but emerging domestic building industry in Taiwan is interested in providing North American 
style housing to customers. Two years ago the Taiwanese Wood Frame Construction Association 
(TWFCA) was formed. The Chairman is Dr. Wang from National Taiwan University. The members are 
custom home providers. 

4.5 Current Taiwanese View of tlie Performance of Wood Construction 

In Taiwan homeowners expect their house to last three generations. They do not want to worry about 
home maintenance and they have a low opinion of wood homes in that regard. They strongly believe that 
wood construction is unsuitable for their climate. 

Durability and family security from crime are major issues to Taiwanese families. Termites are a 
significant problem, but so is moisture control. Taiwan gets a lot of rain in the winter. Winters have 
moderate temperatures but high relative humidity. In the summer, when the temperature is in the 30-
40°C range, the relative humidity is often 100%. If wood products cannot dry out, they will rot. 

For these reasons steel and concrete buildings are considered far superior to any wood structure. The 
emerging industry is desperately seeking solutions to these valid durability concerns and is looking to 
North America to provide solutions. Recommendation: Forintek is very involved in finding solutions to 
termite concerns in the US Southeast. Find more opportunities for our scientific colleagues in Taiwan to 
collaborate in these research efforts. 

Insurance and financial institutions in Taiwan discriminate against construction of wood-frame buildings, 
in part because of fire-safety concerns. For example, compared to North America, it is extremely 
expensive to get a mortgage and fire insurance for wooden buildings. Recommendation: CMHC should 
compare mortgage policies, insurance premiums and property loss (due to fire) records in Taiwan and 
North America. CFS (Forintek) should assist Taiwan in writing building code provisions that ensure safe, 
durable wood-frame houses. It is easier to promote the idea of mortgages and insurance for regulated 
buildings as opposed to unregulated buildings. 

4.5.1 Other Perceptions 

Wood frame buildings are perceived to be earthquake safe, energy efficient and by far the superior 
environmental choice among building materials. The Taiwanese suspect noise will be a problem in 
muhifamily wood housing but this is one advantage of well designed, insulated fire separations. 

There is a large concern regarding the quality of wood construction. There are currently examples of 10 
year-old wood frame houses in Taiwan that are in very poor shape. These were built shoddily, according 
to the TWFCA, but the building industry will have to counter the resultant perceptions. 



4.6 Taiwanese Views on the Future 

• The local emerging building industry (TWFCA) would like to see light timber frame construction 
included in theTaiwan Building Law and are looking to North America for assistance. 

• The Taiwan Forest Products Research Institute is a strong Canadian ally. They have a collaborative 
agreement with Forintek. They desire to have their mandate broadened to include wood construction. 
Right now their mandate is limited to decorative and carpentry type end uses of wood such as 
fumiture and interior paneling. 

• TWFCA members are natural allies to North American wood and home building products exporters. 
Because of the earthquake, the government is starting to listen to them, (e.g., Forintek's invitation to 
participate in a seminar which included the TWFCA, other researchers in Taiwan as well as the 
government is evidence of willingness on the government's part. Details of the seminar are given in 
Appendix II.) 

• The TWFCA envisions a document for 'farmers homes' that includes acceptable designs and 
detailing using wood materials. 

• The TWFCA has identified a need to better educate the public about the performance benefits and 
concerns of wood frame constmction. 

• The TWFCA has identified a need to train a constmction workforce if successful in getting what they 
need from the TBL and standards point of view. The current workforce of carpenters is directed 
towards cabinetry and fumiture making. The Taiwanese building industry (TWFCA) feel that these 
workers would be a good workforce for wood constmction, should a wood home constmction 
industry emerge. 

4.7 Recent Initiatives by the Taiwanese/Opportunities for Canada to Participate 

An emergency measures act has been passed to foster rapid rebuilding of houses in mral areas. (Figure 8) 
The MOI is publishing designs for mral housing that will be considered acceptable under the act. Canada 
was invited to provide timber frame designs for these during our January visit. 

There is a Model House project planned for the National Taiwan University in Taipei. Canada was 
informed during our visit that it could submh drawings for a wood-frame demonstration house. 

Forintek maintains good contacts with National Taiwan University and the Taiwan Forest Research 
Institute. Forintek has been requested to provide a translation into Chinese of the Forintek Special 
Publication No. SP-40, Performance of Woodframe Building Constmction in Earthquakes, by J. Hans 
Rainer and Erol Karacabeyli. The translated document will be provided to Mr. Ko, Deputy Director-
General of the Construction and Planning Administration. 



Figure 8: Earthquake Relief of Shelters Constructed by United Forest Products Corp. 

4.8 Recommendations 

There is a potential to capitalize and build on opportunities in Taiwan - and see results relatively quickly, 
perhaps within the next 5 years. Sustained growth of the housing market will heavily rely on successfully 
completing and implementing the results of durability research in North America. 

• Assist Taiwan in writing building code provisions that ensure safe, durable wooden houses, even in 
remote rural areas. 

• Assist Taiwan to write product standards that include Canadian species building materials. 

• To remove barriers to trade, assist Taiwan to develop performance-based fire-safety requirements and 
to harmonize their fire-test methods with international standards (ISO). Assist Taiwan to develop 
fire-safety requirements for wood-frame buildings. 

• Provide wood designs for 'farmers homes' to the Taiwan Architect Association. 

• Forintek is very involved in finding solutions to termite concerns in the US Southeast. Find more 
opportunities for our scientific colleagues in Taiwan to collaborate in these research efforts. 

• CMHC should compare mortgage policies, insurance premiums and property loss (due to fire) records 
in Taiwan and North America. CFS (Forintek) should assist Taiwan in writing building code 



provisions that ensure safe, durable wood-frame houses. It is easier to promote the idea of mortgages 
and insurance for regulated buildings as opposed to unregulated buildings. 

4.9 Contacts 

• Dr. Jenq-Chuang Yang 

• Prof Song-Yung Wang 

. Mr. David Yeh 

• Mr. Philip Tsiao 

• Prof Min-Chyuaun Yeh 

• Mr. Justin Hsu 

• Dr. Alec Ming-Yuan 

• Professor K.C. Chung 

General director of the Taiwan Forest Research Institute 

National Taiwan University 

President of Log Home Associates Inc 

President of United Forest Products Corp 

National Pingtong Technical University 

Asperworld Development Corp 

Senior Researcher/Coordinator, Fire Research Program Plan, 
Architecture and Building Research Institute, Ministry of the Interior 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Nat. Yunlin University of 
Science and Technology, Touliu City, Yunlin 640, Taiwan 

5 China 
With a population of 1.3 billion, China is a diverse country with strong regional differences in building 
construction needs. The country is very different from Japan or Taiwan geographically, economically, and 
culturally. Forintek believes that seeing benefits from market access activities in China will be more 
complex and challenging than gaining benefits from access activities in other Asian countries. The risks 
of little economic benefits from increased purchases of Canadian wood construction materials in the next 
5-10 years are high. However, given the size of this market, long term potential benefits are enormous. 

5.1 History 

China has a tradition of wood construction, especially in forested rural areas. However they lack 
affordable wood building materials now. The shortage has increased since 1949, exacerbated by a lack of 
space for low-rise construction. Wood construction is not a foreign concept, just rarely seen. From 1949 
up to 1990 the government provided housing for everyone. There was a negligible rent charged to 
families. The government built with affordable available materials, predominantly masonry. Starting in 
about 1990, families were encouraged to buy their own homes, or pay some other owner rent. By 1996 
families had no choice but to buy or rent. The government is still building homes. However, there is a 
private construction industry and the cost of housing is no longer nominal. While there are still housing 
subsidies for government employees, the private building sector is growing. 

There are no forest resources available for producing wood construction materials. The domestic wood 
industry is supplying high-end interior finishings and fumiture to homeowners. The Chinese Academy of 



Forestry mandate is to loolc after forest regeneration, management and health. The only domestic wood 
products manufacturing involves furniture and interior finishing. 

5.2 Current Practices 

A wood house in China means an expensive and comfortable house. China is predominantly a masonry 
and, more recently, concrete market for residential housing. In cities, 'homes' are high rises or 6-storey 
multifamily dwellings in some parts of big cities and in smaller cities. There are single detached masonry 
houses in villages. 

5.2.1 Current Building Regulations in China 

The National Building Code allows timber buildings. There is a Timber Structure Design Code (GBJ5-
88) but also two other documents having impact on the use of timber structures, namely the Code of 
Quality Inspection and Construction for Timber Structures (GBJ206-83) and the Fire Resistance Design 
Code (GBJ16-87). These are being revised and there is an opportunity to add wood frame construction 
provisions. However, the revision schedule is tight. 

The Chairman of the revision committee is Dr. Wei Ming, Ministry of Construction at the Department of 
Standards and Norms. Forintek has arranged for Canada to be invited to participate in the revision 
process. The schedule for revision of these three documents is: 

Document Deadline for Input Planned Approval Date 

GBJ5-88 June 30, 2000 June 30, 2001 
GBJ206-83 June 3 0,2000 June 3 0, 2001 
GBJ16-87 June 30,2000 January 31,2001 

Recommendation: Determine whether it is feasible to provide meaningful input from Canada by June 
30, 2000. If so, participate in the process. 

5.3 What has Changed Recently to Make China Consider Wood Frame 
Construction? 

China recently implemented a ban on using agricultural land to produce bricks. There is a shortage of 
masonry materials and they are now forced to build with concrete. There is a growing class of young 
people, educated in North America and used to North American style housing. Some of these can now 
afford expensive housing. 



5.4 Current View of tlie Performance of Wood Construction 

China has identified a need for improvement in all construction. The government is revising their 
building codes, including those for wood construction. Views on the performance required of housing 
can vary regionally. In every region the common concems are affordability and family security from 
crime. 

Perceptions of the performance of wood construction are generally the same as those of the Taiwanese 
except that durability concems are regional. Termites and moisture are real problems in Shanghai, but not 
a problem in Beijing. 

In China people generally do not have strong opinions on the performance of wood constmction. 
Concrete is considered their only choice. 

In the opinion of scientists visiting Forintek from the Chinese Academy of Sciences, if materials were 
available - "even if just for wealthy people" - a wood frame building industry could emerge, but they are 
not optimistic about it happening soon. 

5.5 Views on Future 

In China we have not identified a group interested in advancing wood constmction. 

Universities and Chinese Academy of Forestry faculty are mainly interested in composite materials 
manufacturing technology for interior fumishings and fumiture. 

5.6 Recommendations 

• Identify and create effective communication channels with the building industry north of Beijing 
(similar climate to Canada) and continue building contacts within the building and forestry research 
institutes in China. 

• Participate in the Building Codes Revisions if there is a meaningfiil opportunity. Otherwise transfer 
knowledge through the Chinese Building Research Community. 



5.7 Contacts 

• Dr. Ming Wei 

• Prof. Tan Liang 

• Mr. Hongyong Mi 

• Mr. Xu Yuan 

• Prof Meisheng Nie 

Deputy Director, Department of Standards and Norms, Ministry of 
Construction 

Consultant Chief Engineer, Sichuan Institute of Building Research 

Department of Standards and Norms, Ministry of Construction 

Division Chief of Information Exchange and International Cooperation, 
Ministry of Construction 

Deputy Director of Science and Technology Committee, Ministry of 
Construction 



APPENDIX I 

T a i w a n l \ / l i s s i o n C o n t a c t s R e p o r t 
By Chun Ni 

Meeting with Ms Karen Huang, Canadian Trade Office in Taipei, January 17,2000. 

Ms Huang told us that the Ministry of Agriculture just passed a law that allows up to 20% of agricultural 
land to be used for housing, which is a 100%> increase from the previous law. The increased construction 
land brings an opportunity for wood-frame construction because most houses on agricultural land are up 
to 3-storey single family dwellings. Also, the Ministry of Agriculture just implemented a reconstruction 
plan for earthquake damaged areas. Ms Huang feels the timing is perfect for promoting timber structures. 
Most houses damaged in the Chi-Chi earthquake were concrete and masonry. Families are looking for 
more earthquake resistant alternatives for their homes. The Taiwanese are aware of the safe performance 
of wood frame homes in the Kobe earthquake. 

Meeting with Dr. Yang, General Director of the Taiwan Forest Research Institute, January 17, 
2000. 

The Taiwan Forest Research Institute (TFRI) is now under the Ministry of Interior. Its position in Taiwan 
is similar to that of Forintek in Canada. The Taiwan Forest Research Institute has very good relations 
with Forintek Canada Corp. There are collaborative agreements between the two research institutes. 

In Dr. Yang's opinion there is great potential for timber structures in Taiwan. After Taiwan joins the 
World Trade Organization (expected to become reality this year) it is his expectation that foreign wood 
products and construction methods will enter theTaiwan market more easily. TFRI would like to work 
with Forintek on codes and standards, and on promoting and conducting research on wood frame 
construction. 

TFRI has translated the timber structures section of the Taiwan Building Law from Chinese to English. 
This helps interested parties such as the Canadian wood products industry understand more about the 
Taiwan Timber Design Code. He hopes to work with Forintek to identify what needs to be done to 
increase Canadian wood products access and use in Taiwan. 

Meeting with architects Mr. David Yeh, Mr. Paul Kao and Mr. Daniel Chung, January 17,2000. 

We visited two reconstruction zones with Mr. David Yeh, Mrs. Paul Kao and Mr. Daniel Chung. Mr. Paul 
Kao and Mr. Daniel Chung are the architects in charge of building design and construction of the two 
earthquake reconstruction zones. Buildings damaged in the two reconstruction zones were mainly two to 
three storey concrete houses. Owners of earthquake damaged houses can obtain a government subsidy to 
rebuild their homes. In the reconstruction zones building types and materials are determined in 
consultation between architects and owners. Steel I-beam structures performed well in the Chi-Chi 
earthquake. These architects report that most homeowners want 2 to 3-storey new homes buih with steel 



I-beams. Although from a Canadian perspective wood-frame construction is perfect for these types of 
buildings both architects and homeowners have no practical knowledge of the wood-frame structure. 

We also had a chance to look at some log homes located in a heavily damaged area. The log homes 
performed extremely well. No visible damage was found. 

We asked Mr. Yeh and other architects their opinion why wooden structures are not popular in Taiwan. In 
their opinion the main reasons are: 

• Wooden houses face much higher fire insurance costs. These extra charges make wooden houses not 
attractive to average people. 

• Wooden houses are more expensive to build compared to concrete structures. Only wealthy people 
can afford wooden houses. 

• Wooden houses are not durable due to Taiwan's humid climate and termite attacks. Taiwanese expect 
their house to last 3 generations. Durability concems lead to expectations of high maintenance costs. 

Meeting with Mr. Philip Tsiao, President of United Forest Products Corp., January 18,2000. 

United Forest Products Corp. is one of the largest timber import companies in Taiwan. The company 
provides wood products to local builders, it also re-manufactures wood products, provides designs and 
constmcts homes for its customers. We visited one of the temporary, 2 x 4 wood frame multi-family 
shelters constmcted by United Forest Products Corp after the Chi-Chi earthquake (Figure 8 in main text). 
We were amazed when Mr. Tsiao told us that it only took two weeks to build a total of 60 such 2 x 4 
wood frame shelters. 

Mr. Tsiao has worked in the forest products industry for more than 20 years, and is one of the most 
experienced people in the Taiwan wood products industry. When asked what problems that the wood 
frame house faces in Taiwan, he thought there were three major obstacles to the application of wood 
frame constmction. 

1. Taiwan does not have a proper timber stmcture design code. Ahhough the Taiwan Building Law 
allows wooden houses up to 4-storeys and there is a Timber Stmcture Design Code in place, no wood 
frame constmction can be buih based on the available official documents. Also, there is no code 
similar to the Part 9 of the National Building Code of Canada for builders to build small wood frame 
stmctures. There are no detailed constmction guidelines for wood frame stmctures. 

2. Since it is difficult to recognize timber stmctures due to lack of legal documents, it is almost 
impossible to obtain financing from banks for timber stmctures, whereas concrete and steel stmctures 
can normally get financing of about 50% and 80% of its total constmction cost from banks, 
respectively. Currently in Taiwan, the cost for timber and concrete building per pin (1 pin = 36 ft^) 
are similar (about NT$40000 / pin), this means that the buyers must have more down payment for 
timber structures. Also, as an owner, he needs to pay unfairly high fire insurance for his wooden 
home. 

3. Most Taiwanese think wooden houses are not durable due to Taiwan's humid climate. Taiwan's 
climate all year long has over 70% relative humidity, in the three summer months the relative 
humidity can be over 100%. Also, termites are severe in Taiwan, this presents a serious problem for 



timber structures. The Taiwanese expect a house to last for 3 generations, therefore, in Taiwanese 
eyes, the perspective undurable wooden houses are not attractive. 

Mr. Tsiao thinks that there is a huge potential market for timber structures in suburban and rural areas 
because building in those areas are normally up to 3-storeys buildings. He thinks one of the best places to 
promote timber houses in Taiwan is the Xinzhu area (Taiwan's silicon valley). A lot of people in Xinzhu 
were educated in the USA. They are ready to accept timber structures since timber structures are not a 
new concept to them. Also, these people have high incomes and can afford relatively expensive houses. In 
terms of high fire insurance, Mr. Tsiao hopes that after Taiwan joins WTO, foreign financial institutes can 
come to Taiwan and offer reasonable fire insurance, and the local financial institutes will follow suit. 

Meeting with Prof. Wang at National Taiwan University, January 19,2000. 

Prof. Wang is one of the most respected people in the field of forest products and timber engineering in 
Taiwan. He graduated from Tokyo University, and has a very good knowledge about the Japanese timber 
design code. Currently he is the chairman of Taiwan Wood Frame Construction Association. The 
association's mission is to promote technology transfer, to ensure product quality, to assist builders to 
effectively use timber or wood-based products as construction materials, and to provide a bridge for 
communications between government and industry. 

The following is a summary of our discussion with Prof Wang. 

• Taiwanese generally think that timber houses are more expensive than steel and concrete houses. This 
is a misconception. The actual building cost for different materials is approximately as follows: 

Concrete: NT$4000 (Taiwan Yun) per pin (one pin = 36 ft^), not including interior finish. 
Steel: NT$9000 per pin 
Wood: NT$4000 per pin, including interior finish. 

• In Taiwan, it is better to introduce timber construction with single-family housing, then gradually 
introduce multi-family timber construction. The reason is that Taiwanese do not have the experience 
and confidence to build more sophisticated multi-family houses, while they are still trying to find the 
best solutions to deal with technical issues related to timber structures. 

• There is an official document for the construction of farmer houses in Taiwan. The document 
contains different types of 2 to 3-storey farmer houses. It also includes all the detailed structural 
drawings, the electrical installation, plumbing and heating installation, and lists of materials and 
volumes used. The document was designed by theTaiwan Architect Association, and was approved 
by Planning and Construction Administration, Ministry of Interior under Construction Law No. 19 for 
farmer homes. If farmers use this document for their house, then there is no need for design and 
approval from architects and engineers. So far, all types of house in that document have been 
designed with steel and concrete. No timber houses are detailed for farmer homes. From a Canadian 
perspective, all these houses are covered under Part 9 of the National Building Code of Canada, and 
can be built with timber. It will be extremely useful if those houses are designed with timber and 
approved by the Planning and Construction Administration under the Building Law. Prof Wang feels 
this will definitely lead to wood-frame construction in Taiwan, especially after the Chi-Chi 
earthquake. (Note: Mr. David Graham is working on the detailed drawings for using timber as the 
building materials for the house contained in the above mentioned document.) 



• Taiwan Wood Frame Construction Association is currently writing two documents for timber 
construction: one for post and beam construction and one for wood-frame construction. This approach 
is in line with timber design codes in other countries, such as USA, Canada and Japan. 

• In Taiwan, fire retardant treatment is needed for public buildings or for building with areas over 500 
m l 

• In Taiwan, there is a Chinese translation of Wood Frame House Construction, published by AF&PA. 
The translation was provided by the Planning and Construction Administration of the Ministry of 
Interior. This book so far has been the only document that serves as guidelmes for the wood-frame 
construction in Taiwan. 

Meeting with people at Architecture and Building Research Institute, Ministry of Interior, January 
19,2000. 

We went to the Architecture and Building Research Institute, Ministry of Interior to learn more about the 
Chi-Chi earthquake. The following points are a brief summary. More detailed information can be found in 
the damage assessment report of the Chi-Chi earthquake published by Architecture and Building 
Research Institute. 

The Chi-Chi earthquake had a magnitude of M7.3. It struck central Taiwan on September 21, 1999 at 1:47 
a.m. local time, and caused 2331 fatalities and 8722 injuries. There were 7284 buildings totally collapsed, 
and 5705 buildings partially collapsed. 

There were many collapses of the first storey for 2 to 4 storey buildings. This was largely due to a soft 
first storey. The first floors were often without many walls and the open areas were used for parking or 
businesses. There were also reports on short-column problems in 3 -5 storey buildings, in which brick 
walls connected to columns on the 1st floor stiffened the bottom portion of the columns and caused stress 
concentrations on the 2nd floor where failures occurred. 

There was a well-publicized collapse of a hotel in Taipei (100 km from the fault) that caused many 
deaths. This was probably due to the removal of many internal walls during remodeling. 

In general steel I-beam structures survived the earthquake very well due to good ductility. Based on this, 
the Architecture and Building Research Institute recommended steel I-beam structures for those damaged 
areas. 

Information collected during Taiwan trip 

Distribution of buildings with different construction materials. 

Based on statistics from Planning and Construction Administration, Ministry of Interior: 

• The total floor area of 47,540,815 m^ buih m 1993, 
• reinforced steel concrete structure was 2.89%, 
• reinforced concrete structure 89.35%, 
• steel scaffolded structure 5.67%, 
• reinforced brick structure 3.25%, 



• brick (stone) Structure 0.15%, 
• wooden structure 0.15%), 
• and other structure 0.53%. 

It was found that for the period 1982 - 1993, the reinforced concrete structures increased from 71.82% in 
1982 to 89.35% in 1993; reinforced brick structures decreased from 21% in 1982 to 3.25% in 1993; other 
structures remained relatively the same. The reason that reinforced concrete structures dominate the 
housing market is that: 1) earthquakes and hurricanes are frequent in Taiwan and people think reinforced 
concrete structures are safer compared to other structures, 2) due to the demographic changes, more high-
rise buildings are constructed in downtown and suburban areas. 

The reason that wooden structures cannot be adopted as common residential houses is as follows: 

1) Taiwan does not have an appropriate timber design code to support the construction of residential 
wooden houses, although the Taiwan Building Law recently allowed wooden houses up to 4-storeys; 

2) The public does not have a good understanding of wooden houses, the public image on wooden 
houses is very negative due to fire, decay, and termite damage. 

Source: Wang, S.Y. 1995. Performance of wooden houses. Taiwan Wood Frame Construction 
Association. 

Statistics of Taiwan wood imports from 1987 to 1997. 

Table 1 shows Taiwan wood imports from 1987 to 1997. Based on the statistics, some conclusions can be 
drawn as follows: 

1. The wood demands in Taiwan in the last ten years are very stable. 
2. Sawn lumber import is replacing log import, and has become more and more important. 
3. Import of softwood-sawn lumber has increased dramatically in the last ten years. 

Table 1: Taiwan wood imports from 1987 to 1997. 
Softwood Hardwood Softwood Hardwood 

Year Log Sawn lumber Log Sawn lumber Total Total Total 
m' m̂  m m^ 

87 30,377 80,916 3,919,281 2,038,778 111,293 5,958,059 6,069,352 
88 153,073 162,014 4,049,316 1,828,450 315,087 5,877,766 6,192,853 
89 535,593 201,022 3,595,130 1,949,756 736,615 5,544,886 6,281,501 
90 273,385 236,400 3,433,406 1,434,428 509,785 4,867,834 5,377,619 
91 216,526 395,152 3,758,046 2,096,926 611,678 5,854,972 6,466,650 
92 166,305 788,444 3,725,277 2,652,258 954,749 6,377,535 7,332,284 
93 111,819 965,240 2,003,709 3,520,362 1,077,059 5,524,071 6,601,130 
94 93,485 886,870 1,974,592 2,984,424 980,355 4,959,016 5,939,371 
95 102,497 1,044,522 1,642,030 2,758,626 1,147,019 4,400,656 5,547,675 
96 106,786 973,010 1,627,608 2,216.144 1,079,796 3,843,752 4,923,548 
97 112,870 1,321,032 1,693,689 2,201,546 1,433,902 3,895,235 5,329,137 

Source: Table provided by Mr. Tsiao, president of United Forest Products Co. 



Market survey of wooden houses. 

Overall wood frame house construction has decreased in recent years. Currently, 2 x 4 platform frame 
construction comprises approximately 42% of total wood frame house construction in Taiwan, followed 
by 30%> of log homes, 13.5%) of light steel frame wooden houses, and 4% of wood board house. The 2 x 
4 platform frame construction and light steel frame wooden house markets are expected to grow, while 
log homes and wood board house markets are expected to decline. Currently, about 66% of the 
construction material is westem red cedar. The use of spruce-pine-fir is about 22%, Douglas fir 4.3%), 
hemlock and radiata pine at very small percentage. The main attributes that influence consumer's 
purchase behaviour are: house solidity, house style, after service, recommendations from friends and 
relatives, tree species, lumber grades, short construction time, and media influence. 

Source: Jen, I.A., etc. 1998. An analysis of the current market situation of wooden frame house 
construction in Taiwan. Taiwan Forest Science, Vol.13, No.4, p351-363. 

^'X Appendix 1-6 
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APPENDIX II 

T a i w a n T r i p R e p o r t 
By Jim Mehaffey 

This trip report should be considered a supplement to the Taiwan Mission Contacts Report prepared by 
Chun Ni (Appendix I of this report). 

Radio Interview - International Community Radio Taipei 
At 7:45 a.m. on Monday, January 17, 2000, Jim Mehaffey was interviewed by Paul Meter, the host of the 
program "Morning Edition" on the English radio station ICRT (International Community Radio Taipei). 
A script of the interview follows: 

Paul Meter: It might surprise you, especially following the 921 earthquake, that the wood-framed house is 
becoming increasingly popular here in Taiwan. We're going to discuss that and a lot more about wood-
frame housing with Dr. Jim Mehaffey of Forintek, Canada's wood products laboratory. He's currently 
conducting research and developing design tools to deliver performance-based fire-safety design for 
wood-frame buildings. Dr. Mehaffey, good moming and thanks for being with us. 

Jim Mehaffey: Good moming, I'm happy to be here. 

Paul Meter: I'm a bit surprised, to tell you the truth, I would have thought that the brick-framed home or 
a concrete home would be the choice here in Taiwan, but apparently wood-framed homes are making a 
come back. What are the positive sides of having a wood-frame home? 

Jim Mehaffey: Wood-frame houses are easy to constmct and they offer a lot of flexibility in design and 
in construction. They also perform extremely well from a seismic point of view. In a wood-frame house, 
you have a lot of structural members and they can be attached with a lot of fasteners. The net result is 
extremely good seismic performance, it has just the just the right combination of flexibility and rigidity to 
perform quite well. 

If you pay attention to detail, and I mean such things as installing smoke detectors and so forth, you get 
fire safety in a wood-frame building to be equivalent to that in a concrete building. I don't just mean in 
single-family houses here, I mean even in low-rise apartment buildings. We've required smoke detectors 
for some 20 years now and our statistics are telling us that provided you alert people to a fire very early, it 
really doesn't matter a great deal whether you've built of wood-frame or reinforced concrete. 

Durability can be assured with wood frame. Again you must pay attention to something and in this case 
it's moisture control. We do have, on the west coastof Canada, a wet climate and we have been, over the 
years, evolving systems for ensuring that wood can dry out if it ever gets wet. So we have a good handle 
on durability. 



From a structural point of view you again have a lot of members carrying the load. We have, in parts of 
Canada, very, very high snow loads but, wood-frame buildings are up to the task. They can carry rather 
heavy loads. 

We also like to point out that wood is an environmentally friendly material. It is sustainable; it is 
renewable. We've done a number of studies which show it performs quite well from an environmental 
assessment point of view. In terms of how much toxicity is pumped into the air or water when you're 
manufacturing wood products and in terms of global warming potential, wood-frame seems to be doing 
better than its competition in Canada. 

Paul Meter: I'm thinking of another situation especially here in Taiwan of course we experience a 
number of typhoons on an annual basis. How about typhoon protection? 

Jim Mehaffey: Now this is something, of course, we don't experience a great deal in Canada, but our 
neighbours to the south, the Americans, build similar to us and they have a lot of very serious hurricanes. 
We've leamed some lessons from some of those hurricanes. One of the lessons is again attention to detail 
One has to attach roofing members extremely well to the structure. That can be done and when it's done 
properly once again they perform rather well. 

Typhoons offer not just wind, they also offer wind-driven rain, so once again you have to pay attention to 
moisture control, to do your best to keep moisture from getting inside the structure and to the wood, and 
should it get to the wood providing a mechanism whereby h can dry. 

Paul Meter: Now sir you're very much into the fire safety design aspects of wood-frame buildings. I 
know how important smoke detectors have become over the past few years. What are some of the other 
advancements in fire safety for wood-frame buildings? 

Jim Mehaffey: Okay, this isn't just for wood-frame but for all buildings. It now is the case we are calling 
up more often in Canada quick response sprinklers. The old conventional sprinklers might take quite 
some time to activate in the event of fire; their main purpose has been property protection. But new 
technology is evolving quick response sprinklers and they can activate not quite as fast as a smoke 
detector, but certainly faster than conventional sprinklers and they are being used for life safety purposes. 

We are not able yet to give you a statistical foot print of how successful they have been but the anecdotal 
story is that they are working. The fire services are quite certain that they are working, but we'll need to 
wait a few years to get a statistical profile. 

Paul Meter: Lets go to cost now. What are the differences in cost say from a wood-frame building and a 
concrete structured building or a brick-framed home? 

Jim Mehaffey: I think this could be one of our bigger problems here in Taiwan. 

Certainly in Canada it depends upon what kind of building you are looking at. If you're looking at a 
single-family house, it is unquestionably the case that wood is much cheaper than reinforced concrete. 
When you get to larger buildings, and we do allow larger buildings, we have to pay attention to things 
like fire safety in them, but we do allow low-rise apartment and office buildings. Here we once again 
have an advantage in terms of cost of wood. 



This may not be the case here in Taiwan I as yet don't Icnow. There will questions with regards to, for 
example, transport of material. We have indigenous forests that we currently use to provide our raw 
material for construction. You don't have that developed industry here in Taiwan that might mean that in 
order to construct wood-frame buildings you have to import material and there's a cost associated with 
that. 

I think that economics is going to extremely important, it's not my field but its something that absolutely 
is going to have to be addressed. 

Paul Meter: Definitely, Dr. Mehaffey we sure appreciate your insight thanks for being with us. 

Jim Mehaffey: I enjoyed this. Thank you. Have a good day. 

Article Appearing in the Taiwan News 

On January 18, 2000, Jim Mehaffey and Chun Ni participated in a luncheon in Taichung with members of 
the Taiwanese press. The following day the following article appeared on the first page of the Business 
Section of the Taiwan News. 

Canadian wood industry eyes Taiwan 

by Douglas Habecker, Staff Reporter, Taichung 

Researchers from the Canadian wood industry said yesterday that Taiwan was potentially a leading 
market for wood products which can withstand earthquakes. 

The researchers from Forintek Canada Corporation, a non-profit wood-products laboratory, spent two 
days this week touring quake disaster sites and temporary housing developments in Taichung city, 
Tungshih, Fengyuan and elsewhere in an effort to examine wood structures survivability in earthquakes 
and better understand the local market. 

"I believe our industry is keenly interested in market access in Taiwan. We will be talking with 
representatives of industries, academics, and government scientists ... Taiwan is potentially Asia's 
second-biggest market after Japan," said Forintek research scientist Jim Mehaffey, who said that the 
September 21 earthquake might encourage residents to seek alternatives to reinforced-concrete structures. 

Mehaffey is part of a group which will address a seminar on quake-proof, fire-resistant wood construction 
at Taiwan National University library's international hall on January 20 from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. 

Mehaffey said that, in cases like Kobe, Japan, wood structures had effectively withstood seismic forces 
and, consequently, had actually suffered less from fires than other buildings. 

He said that technical and financial obstacles, govenmient codes and regulations and social values were 
all seen as potential difficulties in Taiwan for wood importers. Wood is more expensive to transport, 
insurance for wooden homes is more costly. 



Noith American wood industries are focusing initially on the importation of dimensional lumber, such as 
two-by-four beams, plywood and wafer board into Taiwan and are investigating the possibility of 
promoting single-family and multi-family wooden homes on the local market. 

Taiwan Wood Products Industries Association Chairman Philip Hsiao pointed out that, despite high 
transport costs, wood was already proving to be a safe, quick, reliable and economical construction 
material in Taiwan. On a per-ping cost basis, wood and concrete were similar, he said, adding that the 
association was working with quake victims, particularly Aborigines in isolated areas, to provide new or 
temporary wooden homes. 

Meeting with Scientists of the Architecture and Building Research Institute 
During the afternoon of Wednesday, January 19, Drs. Ni and Mehaffey visited the Architecture & 
Building Research Institute (ABRI) of the Ministry of Interior. 

Jim Mehaffey made two presentations to the staff of ABRI. The first, entitled "Fire Safety Engineering: 
ISO & Canadian Developments", summarized recent progress in the development of performance-based 
fire-safety regulations and design tools within ISO and Canada. The second, entitled "Performance-based 
Design for Fire Resistance in Wood-frame Buildings", outlined the design tool developed in Forintek's 
project 2000. 

Seminar at the National Taiwan University, Taipei 

On January 20, Jim Mehaffey and Chun Ni participated in the Seminar on the durability and safety of 
woodframe construction, offered raft at the National Taiwan University in Taipei. The seminar agenda 
follows: 

08:30-09:30 Opening remarks by Dr Song-yuan Wang, Wood Construction Building Association 

09:00-09:30 Welcome remarks by Mr Chiang-Pi Hsiao, Director General 
Architecture & Building Research Institute 

Welcome remarks by Mr Scott Eraser, Director, trade & Investment 
Canadian Trade Office in Taipei 

09:30-10:10 Presentation by Dr Song-Yung Wang on Carbon stock efficiency of wood frame 
construction 

10:10-11:10 Presentation by Mr Ron MacDonald of Council of Forest Institute (COFI) on Canadian 
forest products industry and supply-side questions 

11:10-11:20 Coffee break 

11:20-12:20 Presentation by Mr David Graham, Export Council of Canadian Architecture (ECCA) on 
award -winning wood buildings in Canada (including 2x4 frame and engineered wood / 
heavy timber construction) 

12:20-13:30 Lunch 



13:30-14:10 Presentation by Dr Ming-Tse Tsai on Damage assessment report of the 921 earthquake 
on Taiwan's countryside construction 

14:10-15:00 Presentation by Dr Chun Ni of Forintek Canada Corp. on wood housing's durability 
issues of particular importance in Taiwan such as earthquakes, typhoons, termites and 
moisture control 

15:00-15:10 Coffee break 

15:10-16:10 Presentation by Dr Jim Mehaffey of Forintek Canada Corp on issues of fire resistance 
and building materials recycling 

16:10-16:50 Presentation by Dr Hsieh-te Lin on the Development and history of wood construction in 
Taiwan 

16:50-17:30 Questions & Answers 


